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AD 1ST ERA (1 – 50 AD): 1ST SIGN VIRGO “SEED OF THE WOMAN” 

STAR PROPHECY     HISTORICAL EVENTS 

      

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Hebrew name for the star sign is Bethulah 

which means “Virgin”.  The picture is a woman 

holding a tree branch (pointed up) in her right 

hand and a sheaf of wheat (pointed down) in her 

left hand.  Spica is the bright star in the left hand: 

it means “The Branch”.  Zavijava in her left 

shoulder means “Gloriously Beautiful”.  The star 

in the right hand is Vindemiatrix; it means “The 

Branch who comes”.  The star Subilon means 

“Ear of Wheat”, Subilah means “Who Carries”.  

Virgo is reclining directly on the path of the Sun.  

The Sun enters from between Virgo’s feet and 

passes through her left shoulder.  Mary said to 

the Angel who announced she would conceive 

and bear a son whom she would call Jesus: “How 

can this be since I do not know a man?”.  The 

Angel said “the Holy Spirit will come upon you, 

and the power of the Highest will over-shadow 

you”.  The miracle of the incarnation is suggested 

by the Sun passing between the legs of the 

Virgin.  The birth of Jesus Christ fulfilled this 

prophecy.  Jesus is the “Gloriously Beautiful” One 

who ‘over-shadows’ Mary.  Worship of Mary is a 

gross error: a misreading of star prophecy. 

 

From the perspective of Secular History, the 

death of Jesus on the Cross is a mere footnote (a 

one liner in Josephus’ History of the Jews).  But 

Jesus said “unless a Seed falls to the ground and 

dies… it cannot bear fruit” (harkening to the 

image of the Ear of Wheat in the left hand of 

Virgo pointed down to the Earth).  So, although 

the death of Christ was barely noticed, believers 

in Christ grew into a community in Jerusalem 

after Pentecost (image above), then spread the 

faith throughout the Roman Empire. 

Here is a key lesson in star prophecy: a star sign 

may portend events which are minor compared 

to the front page news of the day, but which in 

time are proven to be history changing. 

When we come to apply star prophecy to the 

year or the era we occupy we don’t have the 

benefit of hindsight to see how the hand of God 

is working in Secular History.  We must rely on 

the Holy Spirit to aid in interpretation. 

God has so arranged it this way that prophecy 

will always be his special gift to believers. 


